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Abstract

3D representations are potentially useful under many circumstances, but suffer from long known perception and interaction challenges. Current immersive technologies, which combine stereoscopic displays and natural interaction, are being progressively seen as an opportunity to tackle this issue, but new guidelines and studies are still needed, especially regarding information visualization. Many proposed approaches are impractical for actual usage, resulting in user discomfort or requiring too much time or space. In this work, we implement and evaluate an alternative data exploration metaphor where the user remains seated and viewpoint change is only realisable through physical movements. All manipulation is done directly by natural mid-air gestures, with the data being rendered at arm’s reach. The virtual reproduction of the analyst’s desk aims to increase immersion and enable tangible interaction with controls and two dimensional associated information. A comparative user study was carried out against a desktop-based equivalent, exploring a set of 9 perception and interaction tasks based on previous literature and a multidimensional projection use case. We demonstrate that our prototype setup, named VirtualDesk, presents excellent results regarding user comfort and immersion, and performs equally or better in all analytical tasks, while adding minimal or no time overhead and amplifying user subjective perceptions of efficiency and engagement. Results are also contrasted to a previous experiment employing artificial flying navigation, with significant observed improvements.

CCS Concepts

• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in visualization; Virtual reality;

1. Introduction

Three dimensional representations are known to offer advantages under many circumstances. For inherently spatial data, these representations contribute to a quicker construction of the mental model [Mun14]. For abstract information, they have also been demonstrated to be useful, allowing clearer spatial separation in large graphs [WM08], detection of trivariate patterns in scatter-
plots [SBSSB15] and more accurate projection of multidimensional data [GGR* 16, PEP* 11]. Nonetheless, their use has also been long controversial, mostly because they are hindered by the occurrence of known perceptual issues: perspective distortion, foreshortening and occlusion make data exploration cumbersome and error-prone. Moreover, there is a relevant mismatch between 3D visualizations and conventional 2D interaction devices such as the mouse.

Immersive approaches, which combine stereoscopic displays with natural interaction, have the potential to change this scenario, with multiple favourable results having been demonstrated [CML* 11, DSH* 15, UKF* 17]. Nonetheless, new evaluations and guidelines are still needed, particularly when dealing with abstract information visualization [GHAWK16]. Navigation, especially, is an open topic. Many works employ flying metaphors, which are time-consuming and often result in simulator sickness [WRFN18]. Other approaches, such as real walking, are also unnecessarily inefficient, both in terms of time and space requirements. Moreover, how to display inherently 2D content and texts in the virtual environment is also a problem.

In this work, we propose, implement and evaluate an alternative data exploration approach where viewpoint change is only realisable through head movements. All data manipulation is done directly by mid-air gestures, with the data being rendered at arm’s reach [MBJS97]. To increase immersion and enable the display of two-dimensional associated views and interaction with tangible controls, we also build upon previous work and reproduce in the virtual environment an exact copy of the analyst’s desk [ZWB* 17]. Important data exploration resources are provided, including coordinated views, combinable filters and annotation tools.

Our main hypothesis is that our prototype setup, named VirtualDesk, will enhance user perception and decrease workload, while remaining time-efficient and not inducing cybersickness. A controlled comparative user study was carried out against a desktop-based equivalent 3D environment, implemented with the same functionalities and following typical mouse and keyboard interaction approaches. Both conditions employ a visualization use case with multidimensional data projected to three dimensions. In order to identify the strengths and weaknesses of each, participants were asked to complete a set of 9 representative perception and interaction tasks, inspired by previous literature.

Our main contribution is the recommendation of a so-far atypical data exploration metaphor, which under controlled evaluation presented excellent results for user comfort and immersion, and performed equally or better than a desktop-based solution for all proposed tasks, while adding minimal time overhead and amplifying subjective user perception of accuracy and engagement. Additionally, we also contribute to future similar studies, identifying a set of relevant tasks, providing specific baseline results to be used and pointing paths for improvement.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Firstly, related work is reviewed (§2) and the VirtualDesk introduced (§3). Then, our evaluation methodology is presented in the form of a user study (§4). These results are finally presented (§5) and discussed (§6), leading to the conclusions and future works (§7).

2. Related Work

Recently, multiple technological advancements and the release of consumer-grade Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) have brought attention to Immersive Analytics approaches as candidates to tackle 3D visualization challenges. Chandler et al. defined this field as the investigation of how novel interaction and display technologies combined may support the analytical reasoning [CCC* 15]. Some researchers also explore immersion in CAVE rooms [KH14], spaces surrounded by retro-projected walls, but their application is more limited due to the complexity of the infrastructure required.

For scientific visualization, immersive applications have already achieved a somewhat consolidated usage [GHAWK16]. Interesting results were provided, for example, for analysis of volumes [CML* 11], materials [DSH* 15] and neuron tracing [UKF* 17]. In the context of abstract information visualization, research and guidelines are still limited, but promising results have also been demonstrated. A commonly explored representation is node-link diagrams. Halpin et al. implemented a generic semantic social network visualization software for CAVE-like environments, named Redgraph, and, in a user study, observed significant performance improvements for fine-grained questions using the immersive condition [HZBK08]. Kwon et al. explored different techniques in an HMD-based environment, proposing the use of a new spheric layout that offered performance increase especially for more difficult tasks [KMLM16]. Cordeil et al. presented a comparative study between CAVE-style and HMD-based environments for collaborative analysis of graphs, and were able to obtain high accuracy scores in both [CDK* 17]. Nonetheless, users in the HMD condition were found to be substantially faster, regardless of the collaborative strategies adopted. Ware and Mitchell observed an order of magnitude increase over 2D displays in a path tracing task, using high resolution displays and a mirror stereoscope [WM08].

Point clouds have also been targeted due to their broad application in various areas, from multidimensional data to spatio-temporal visualization. Donalek et al. implemented iVis, an HMD-based platform for visualization of multidimensional data mapped to different attributes of points in a 3D scatterplot [DDC* 14]. Bach et al. recently evaluated the effectiveness of Augmented Reality (AR) approaches, using tablets or see-through HMDs combined with tangible markers, in four different tasks [BSB* 17]. They observed that the proposed direct hologram interaction was helpful in highly interactive tasks, but the desktop alternative was still the quickest and most accurate in most cases. Meanwhile, Cordeil et al. proposed an interactive Virtual Reality (VR) tool, ImAxes, where variable axes can be combined, through embodied interaction, to construct different representations, such as 2D or 3D scatterplots and parallel coordinates plots [CD17]. Keiriz et al. also employed 3D point clouds for the immersive exploration of brain connectivity in their NeuroCave tool, providing an interesting approach with multiple simultaneous views [KALF17].

Concerning 3D scatterplot projections of multidimensional data in particular, Etemadpour et al. evaluated a six-sided CAVE environment, observing better perception of distances between individual objects under this condition than when using a standard 2D screen [EML13]. In previous work, we have also focused specifically on this topic, exploring an HMD-based implementa-
tion [WRFN18]. We found that, for some datasets, both immersive and non-immersive 3D conditions allowed for a better perception of distances in the original higher-dimensional space. The immersive environment, however, required less navigation and effort to find information, and offered much higher perceptions of accuracy and engagement. Nonetheless, the use of flying navigation resulted in inefficient times and frequent user discomfort. Those results are used as baselines for some tasks in the present work (§5.3).

Navigation is indeed a key issue in immersive approaches. Most works adopt artificial metaphors such as flying [BH95, DDC*14, ZHF*16, LJKM*17], which frequently induce simulator sickness due to conflicts with the user’s real perceived position. Others have also tried to employ physical movements, such as walking, as an alternative [SZK17], but this is generally very time and space consuming. Intermediate solutions, such as using physical movements like body leaning to control the artificial navigation, have also been proposed, but with limited success [ZHF*16]. We argue, however, that the best approach would actually be to render the data in smaller scale, at arm’s reach [MBJS97], and just manipulate it with natural mid-air gestures to obtain different points of view.

The reproduction of the user’s physical desk in the virtual environment, such as done in our work, was firstly seen in Zielasko et al.’s research [ZWB*17]. They later also experimented with the inclusion of the user’s keyboard into the virtual scene [ZBM*17]. However, both these works still apply artificial flying navigation, with the desk flying coupled to the camera throughout the environment, making our concept and implementation fundamentally different. They address the issue of cybersickness by using user profiles, which would help to indicate when to limit certain system features. Bellgardt et al. also discussed the possibility of a seating immersive scenario [BPZ*17], but considered that it would sacrifice the level of immersion and realism, only being useful for short sessions. We disagree with this assessment, and argue that under an appropriate exploration paradigm, it could be highly immersive.

Cordeil et al. recently defined the concept of spatio-data coordination (SD), aiming to lower the user’s cognitive workload when exploring information visualizations [CBL*17]. They argue for a one-to-one mapping of positions, directions and actions between the physical and virtual environments, and present a design space to categorize novel solutions. Our small-scale dataset rendering is consistent with their sketch of a virtual mid-air design for SD coordinated interaction.

Finally, we also borrow concepts from 3D user interfaces (3DUI) research. LaViola et al, presented a thorough discussion on 3D interaction techniques [LJKM*17]. In our scenario, the most relevant is the direct manipulation through simple virtual hands. Mine also discussed how interacting within arm’s reach can take advantage of proprioception to provide a greater sense of position and orientation of manipulated objects. Body-relative interaction also provides higher precision and stronger stereopsis and head-motion parallax cues [MBJS97].

3. The VirtualDesk Metaphor and Prototype

The main foundations of our approach are the rendering of data at arm’s reach for seated exploration (§3.1), the usage of the real user’s desk for tangible interaction (§3.2), and the display of controls and coordinated 2D views (§3.3).

3.1. Interacting with Data

In the VirtualDesk prototype, all data manipulation is implemented by natural mid-air gestures, using direct interaction with virtual hands [LJKM*17] (see Figures 1 and 2). This is expected to minimize the user workload, given the intuitiveness of the actions and also the application of the sense of proprioception.

The main actions consist in grabbing the dataset and tapping data points. After grabbing the dataset with one hand, the user can move it and also rotate it around the hand position. Grabbing with two closed fists allows for the rotation and translation with relation to the central point between hands, and also the scaling of the dataset proportionally to the variation in distance between hands. Data points are selectable by quickly double tapping on their surfaces (see Figure 1 – center). This was chosen instead of single tapping to avoid the selection of undesired points in cluttered regions. Haptic feedback in the form of vibration when touching points contributes to the perception of a tangible interaction.

In this prototype, we opted to implement different actions for selection with each hand: while the right index finger activates a point (displaying its associated information or choosing it as answer in a task), the left one triggers the supportive action of highlighting a whole set of points for providing context to the user.

3.2. Tabletop Tangible Interaction

Following recent literature [ZWB*17], we decided to replicate the user’s desk in the virtual environment. The use of tangible user interfaces (TUIs) is known to greatly benefit immersion [CBL*17]. The virtual desk is represented in an exact position (see §3.4) so as that, when the user touches the surface of the real table, his virtual hand touches the virtual one. We refer to this form of interaction as desktop, to avoid confusion with the term desktop. Although the virtual desk is rendered larger than the real one, to provide a greater notion of space, a different marking keeps the user aware of the position of the actual desk (see Figure 1 – right).

Several controls are available on the virtual desk’s surface in our prototype: buttons to reset the data points to the original position and scale, remove filters and change datasets. These buttons also provide haptic vibration to increase tangibility. Moreover, coordinated filters and visualization tools are also provided (§3.3). All

Figure 2: In the VirtualDesk prototype, all system control and data manipulation are performed by tabletop tangible interaction (left) or controller-agnostic mid-air natural gestures, such as grabbing and tapping (right).
these components are shown in the frontal part of the desk, for easy access. An important note is that this segment must be free of obstacles (e.g. the user’s keyboard) to avoid unintended collisions [ZBM²¹⁷].

By incorporating an element of the real world, VirtualDesk can also be described as a mixed reality, or augmented virtuality application [MK94]. We consider this to be a better fit than pure Augmented Reality (AR) to our purposes, since the remaining unnecessary and distracting surroundings can be eliminated, leading to a more immersive exploration experience. Despite not implemented in our current prototype, this also allows the analyst’s environment to be entirely recreated to present extra information and to enable remote collaboration. Naturally, AR approaches would be potentially more convenient for combined exploration with other sources and collocated collaborations, and are also of interest. However, it should be noted that current AR HMDs are much less matured in comparison to their VR counterparts, rendering their evaluation still very difficult at this time. An interesting first assessment was presented by Bach et al. [BSB²¹¹⁷].

### 3.3. Coordinated 2D Views and Visualization Functionalities

Besides enabling tabletop tangible interaction, we also see the inclusion of the virtual desk as an opportunity to tackle another challenge in virtual environments: how to display and interact with texts and two-dimensional information.

Two views associated to the main dataset were incorporated in the prototype as examples: a legend for categorical information and a map for spatial filtering (see Figure 1 – left and right). Both of them act as combinable coordinated filters, showing or hiding information in the main 3D view.

Additionally, an annotation panel was included as an example of possible extra analytical feature. This panel allows the user to change the color mapping of points to an uniform color, and then to mark individual points. These annotations could easily be persisted for future inspection either in VR or in a conventional display.

### 3.4. Technical Details and Choices

The VirtualDesk prototype was implemented using the Unity3D game engine and the Oculus Rift CV1 HMD (composed by two 1200x1080 stereoscopic displays). Adequate hardware was used to meet the recommendation of a frame rate around 90 FPS [YHD²¹⁴].

An important decision in the implementation was the selection of the hardware for the tracking of the user hands. Several related works that explored mid-air gestures in the past have employed the Leap Motion hand tracker [BFF²¹⁵, TLN17, ZWB²¹¹⁷]. Nonetheless, based on previous experience, we felt that this would not match the level of precision and comfort required for a satisfactory user experience, and opted instead to use the recently released Oculus Touch hand controllers. Although these controllers do not track the position of each finger, they are very precise in tracking the overall hand position based on the Constellation tracking technology. Moreover, they apply different touch and near-touch sensors coupled with heuristics to determine the fingers positions. The official Unity Oculus Integration Package provided the hand models and the gesture mapping.

The Oculus Touch tracking was also used to implement the desk positioning. Upon the application start, the controllers are placed in a fixed location, and the virtual desk is then rendered in relation to their detected positions, resulting in a very accurate solution.

Another design choice was to not use any controller-specific tool, such as buttons, in any action – i.e., the actual controllers are completely abstracted by the users after they learn the gestures. The reason was twofold: we wanted to base interaction only on natural actions, and also to obtain a controller-agnostic framework, which could easily be adapted to any other tracking device. Although this also implicates in not benefiting from any controller-specific facilities, we are convinced that most required actions can be satisfactorily implemented by gestures, while more complex interactions will be clearer when assigned to the table controls.

### 4. User Study Evaluation

In order to assess how the VirtualDesk prototype would perform in comparison with conventionally used desktop-based approaches, a typical multidimensional projection use case was selected (§4.1), and a comparable condition implemented (§4.2). Finally, we collected a set of representative tasks (§4.3) and formulated the study hypotheses (§4.4) and design (§4.5).

#### 4.1. Use Case

We decided to employ, in our evaluation, point cloud representations. These have multiple applications in information visualization and are also often associated with perceptual difficulties when shown in 3D. More specifically, we selected a multidimensional projection use case.

To this end, roll call voting data from the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies was collected. This data is particularly interesting for visualization because its projection to a lower dimension results in a political spectrum [SM06]. This is also a domain appealing to different kinds of public, with potential to engage participants in data exploration during the tests. Some of these datasets were also explored in our previous work on immersive exploration of dimensionally-reduced data [WRFN18], enabling those results to be used as baselines.

We extracted information about the votes of each deputy and the official vote instruction given by each party represented in the Chamber for every roll call in the last four four-year legislatures from the Brazilian Congress: 52nd (451 roll calls), 53rd (619 roll calls), 54th (428 roll calls) and 55th (493 roll calls). For each legislature, a voting matrix is constructed, where all deputies and parties are represented by M lines, and roll calls are represented by N columns. Each (i, j) cell is then attributed a value depending on the ith deputy or party vote on the jth roll call: -1 for “no”, 1 for “yes” or 0 for abstention or absence. Following previous works [JB04, dBF15], Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is then applied, resulting in min(N,M) principal components [Hot33]. For visualization purposes, only the first three are considered.
In the VirtualDesk interface, party information is used for filtering in the legend view, and state information for filtering in the map view. In the point cloud, party information is encoded by colour, and the category of the point is encoded by shape: spheres for deputies and cubes for official party positions.

4.2. Comparable Condition

A key limitation in our previous study was the fact that the then-used desktop-based 3D condition was not really representative of a typical 3D scatterplot visualization tool. Its game-like design and interaction resulted in very high perception performance even in a monoscopic display due to the presence of multiple depth cues, but very inefficient task completion times.

Here, we decided to implement a new desktop-based comparable counterpart (Desktop) to the VirtualDesk condition based on the Rotate-Pan-Dolly paradigm, a very standard approach employed by almost all 3D modelling environments [JH15]. Depending on the mouse button being pressed (left or middle), mouse movement is mapped to either rotation around the dataset center or camera translation (panning). The scroll wheel can be used to dolly, or zoom, into the data. Additionally, we also allowed the rotation around any selected pivot point (by holding a keyboard key) in order to enable better local inspection, required in some tasks. The selection of data points is implemented by double-clicks with the left mouse button, while class highlight is associated to the right button. Perspective projection was used as an additional depth cue, increasing similarity to the immersive environment.

This condition is explored in a Full HD 22” monoscopic display. The screen was divided into two areas: a 3D dataset view and a 2D menu panel, with all the components from the VirtualDesk’s surface (see Figure 3). A 65%/35% screen space distribution was defined through empirical testing to maximize the dataset view with-out compromising the legibility and usability of the menus.

Figure 3: The desktop-based implementation provides all the same functionalities as the immersive environment, but employing a two-panels interface and Rotate-Pan-Dolly interaction for the 3D point cloud exploration.

4.3. Tasks

In order to assess our two visualization conditions under a variety of usage patterns, we selected a set of 9 different tasks, divided into four categories. These tasks were based on both relevant task taxonomies [SG17, ELCF15] and previous related evaluation studies [BSB17, EML13].

**Point-based distance perception tasks.** Much information in point cloud representations is encoded through pairwise distances. In multidimensional projections, they quantify the similarities or differences between points in the original data space. Tasks were defined relatively to different competencies: perception of near, medium and far distances, and of different shape encodings.

T1 Selection of a deputy’s closest deputy. In this near-distance perception task, the user is requested to select the closest deputy (sphere) to a given one.

T2 Selection of a deputy’s closest party. In a more difficult variation of the previous task (since deputies are usually positioned between multiple parties), the user is requested to select the closest party (cube) to a given deputy.

T3 Selection of a party’s furthest deputy. In this simplified outlier identification task, the user must select the member of a given party who is furthest located from the official party position.

T4 Selection of a party’s closest party. Also a variation of T1, but exploring different competencies since parties are more distributed on the spectrum.

In terms of abstract scatterplot tasks, these refer to object comparison, neighbourhood exploration and distances understanding [SG17]. To enable the comparison with our previous study, where these four tasks were also used, the same selection of question points was repeated. These had been selected randomly, forming different sets of points from the 54th legislature dataset that are repeated only once by a unique participant in each condition (all questions answered by a user in one condition will also be answered by different user in the other). This maximizes the exploration of different possible situations in the data, and cross validates the results [GGR16].

**Class-based density perception tasks.** Class or cluster density is another important factor in point cloud representations, indicating group cohesion. This is one of the behaviour comparison tasks recommended by Etemadpour et al. [ELCF15], and also a key scatterplot analysis task (numerosity/density comparison) in Sarikaya et al.’s taxonomy [SG17].

T5 Density comparison between two parties. In this task, the user must choose which of two simultaneously visualized given parties is the densest one.

T6 Density comparison over time. In this variation of the previous task, the user must choose one between two time periods, which cannot be simultaneously viewed, when the given party was denser.

For each task, two different sets of 3 questions were selected, and were alternated between conditions. In T5, pairs of parties in the 54th legislature are compared, and in T6, the same party is compared between the 53rd and 54th legislatures. Only large parties with at least 20 deputies were considered.

**Clustering task.** Clustering is a typical pattern identification [ELCF15] or known motif search [SG17] task in point clouds.

T7 Estimation of the number of clusters in a given point cloud.
This task requires the inspection of different orthogonal points of view [BSB'17].

One of the four collected datasets was presented for each user in each condition, in varying orders.

**Interaction tasks.** Interaction efficiency is a main concern in 3D representations, also having been evaluated, for example, in Bach et al.'s recent AR proposal [BSB'17]. Tasks were designed to assess the interaction with the tabletop 2D views and the 3D data points.

T8a **Filtering of a party-state combination.** The user is requested to select, as quickly as possible, the correspondent filters in the tabletop views.

T8b **Selection of all remaining deputies.** Continuing the previous task, the user is requested to select, as fast as possible, all the remaining points in the 3D scatterplot.

Six different party-state combinations were selected in the 54th legislature dataset, with 3 being presented in each condition in varying orders. To maximize the representation of real use scenarios, states of different sizes on the map and parties in different positions in the legend were selected. Pairs were also carefully selected to result in the selection of different numbers of points (3, 6 or 9).

### 4.4. Hypotheses

The following specific hypotheses were defined for evaluation.

H1 **Easier data manipulation, proprioception and stereopsis combined will result in enhanced perception of distances and densities in the VR condition.**

H2 **Consolidated mouse-based interaction will be still quicker and more accurate for the selection tasks.**

H3 **Natural embodied interaction will decrease user mental workload and increase subjective perceptions of accuracy and engagement.**

H4 **The VirtualDesk metaphor will be more comfortable and efficient, both in time and task correctness, than our previous flying immersive exploration approach [WRFN18].**

### 4.5. Experiment Design

A population of 24 undergraduate Computer Science students (20 male/4 female, mean age 23.7, SD 2.7) was invited to perform all tasks in the two compared conditions, in a **within-subjects** protocol. Half the users presented some visual condition and wore glasses in combination with the HMD. Twenty-two of the users reported no or low previous experience with HMDs, and 20 of them had no previous contact at all with the Oculus Touch controllers. Nonetheless, 22 reported at least average experience with 3D computer games, 21 with gamepads and 16 with motion controllers in general.

In the beginning of each condition, users were always presented a tutorial, which guided them through all system functions and exercised the different forms of interaction. Then, they proceeded to execute the tasks, which were always introduced by text accompanied by an illustrative icon (on-screen or close to the surface of the VirtualDesk). Participants were allowed to raise questions at any moment. The condition order was always alternated to compensate for the fact that, in the second condition, tasks would already be familiar to the users, but the task order was always kept the same to avoid confusion. Tasks were also distributed according to their increasing needs for interaction, so that previous tasks contribute to the familiarization with the system. Tasks always started in a data overview position. In Desktop, the monitor was positioned approximately 50cm in front of the users. In VirtualDesk, the center of the point cloud was initially positioned approximately 60cm in front of the users, and points rendered with a 1.5cm diameter.

For tasks T1-T4, one point in the cloud is shown blinking, and the user must select another point as answer. In T5 and T6, relevant parties are already shown highlighted (i.e. with the remaining points semitransparent), and the user must select the party cube corresponding to his answer. In T7, all points are shown in black to facilitate the perception of clusters and avoid confusion with classes, and the answer is given by an incremental counter positioned in the lower panel of the screen or near the surface of the desk. In T8, the acronym of the party to be filtered is shown on the task display, and the state is marked in red on the map (so as to avoid interference of varying previous geographical knowledge). This is the only task where reading is performed during the execution, and so font size was made large to minimize the effect of the participants' varying levels of visual acuity. For T1-T7, users were asked to be accurate and, for T8, to be fast. Following previous experiences, we blocked semantically impossible answers (e.g. a party outlier that is not from the given party), so as to reduce noise resulting from accidental clicks or misunderstandings. When this is the case, the user hears a negative audio feedback. Upon an acceptable answer, a positive sound is played, the image briefly fades and the data returns to its original overview position.

After each condition, users were asked to fill standardized questionnaires and answer general questions. In both parts, the SUS questionnaire was applied to assess system usability [Bro96], while the NASA Raw TLX was applied to assess user workload [Har06]. SSQ was applied to evaluate simulator sickness, comparing reported levels of sixteen different symptoms pre and post VR exposure [KDC'03]. IPQ was also applied post VR exposure to assess the level of presence experienced by users in the virtual environment [SFR01].

The complete experiment took approximately 40 minutes. The accompanying videos to this paper illustrate all system functionalities and how tasks were executed under both conditions.

### 5. Results

Results from the user study evaluation are reported here in terms of task performance (§5.1), user feedback (§5.2) and a comparison with our previous experiment (§5.3). Significance under the adequate statistical tests is indicated in the text and figures as follows: (*) for $p < 0.05$, (**) for $p < 0.01$ and (***) for $p < 0.001$. Z-values and effect sizes ($r$) are also reported [Pal13].

#### 5.1. Task Performance

Task performance was assessed in terms of both task completion times and error rates. Since, here, we are concerned only with the
correct perception of the actual representation, and not with the dimensionality reduction accuracy, all tasks are evaluated considering the lower-dimensional space only. For a discussion on dataset-dependent information gain when projecting data to 3D instead of 2D, we refer to our previous work [WRFN18].

For distance perception tasks T1–T4, pairwise Euclidean distances were computed to determine the correct answers. For density perception tasks T5–T6, we followed Etemadpour et al.’s approach based on the inverse of the average edge length in the Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree of a class [EML13]. For the clustering task T7, ground truth was computed by the X-Means algorithm, and varied between 2 and 3 clusters [PM00]. Interaction tasks T8a and T8b, on the other hand, are assessed in terms of unintended selections. Times for T8b exclusively are averaged per selected point. Figures 4 and 5 present these results. Since parametric requirements were not met by multiple samples, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to determine statistical significances.

Significant differences in time were only found in tasks T5–T8, in which cases the immersive condition was slower. With the exception of T5 (***, $z = -3.9, r = .56$), all of these were tasks with higher requirement of interaction with the tabletop controls. In T6 (***, $z = -4.1, r = .59$), the dataset needed to be changed; in T7 (**, $z = -3.1, r = .44$), the user answer was inputted through an incremental counter on the desk; in T8a (**, $z = -2.8, r = .41$), filters should be applied. We believe this is partially related to the fact that some users experienced difficulties with tabletop interaction due to hand sizes (see §6.2). Moreover, the mouse interaction was already expected (H2) to be faster due to its consolidated usage. As opposed to the desktop-based condition, controls and data did not share the user’s field of view in the immersive condition, what also required additional time. It is important to note that users were asked to be precise and not fast in tasks T1–T7. Considering task T8b (***, $z = -4.2, r = .61$), the point selection time was found to be 43% higher in the VR setup (3.3 vs 2.3s per point), confirming H2.

Hypothesis H1 could be partially accepted, given that tasks T1 – distances between spheres – (***, $z = -2, r = .28$) and T6 – density comparison over time – (**, $z = -2, r = .29$) obtained significantly smaller error rates in the VirtualDesk condition. The VR setup was also never significantly worse than the desktop-based condition in terms of perception. It was, however, more inaccurate in terms of point selection in task T8b (***, $z = -2.9, r = .42$): despite having an extra degree of freedom (DoF), users selected almost three times more unintended points with the virtual finger than with the mouse. We believe this was particularly problematic in cluttered areas of the representation, where it was difficult not to hit adjacent points during selection, especially considering that users had still not mastered the double tap action.

Finally, an interesting difference was observed in terms of
dataset rotations. These were performed, on average, 5.8 times more in the immersive condition, probably due to the intuitiveness of the grabbing action. Average accumulated data rotations per task question were 190.4 degrees (SD 179.6) in Desktop and 1,114.8 degrees (SD 935.4) in VirtualDesk. Considering that the observation from different points of view is fundamental in the comprehension of a 3D point cloud, this also partially explains VirtualDesk’s advantage in perception tasks such as T1. Figure 6 presents results per task. Also note that, despite large differences in T1-T4, these tasks did not present any differences in time. In T7, however, the large difference in exploration between conditions (7.3x) may contribute to explain the difference in completion times. This probably was not reflected on answer accuracy, though, because questions turned out to be very easy, with only 2 or 3 clusters per dataset.

5.2. User Feedback

The general subjective feedback received from users in post-test interviews was very positive, especially regarding the interaction for data manipulation. In terms of usability, both conditions were well rated in the SUS questionnaire. VirtualDesk obtained a 77.2 mean score (standard deviation 16.4) and Desktop, 72.8 (SD 20.2), but differences were not significant.

For task workload, nonetheless, VirtualDesk’s NASA Raw TLX score was significantly higher (***): 30.9 (SD 14.7) compared to 23.2 (SD 15.4). This was especially influenced by two workload components: Physical Workload (37.4 vs 9.7) (*** and Effort (36.1 vs 23.6) (*). This is understandable considering that users were observed to move their left and right hands on average 2.4m (SD 1.2m) and 4.3m (SD 1m) per task question, respectively. Mental Workload was scored at 26.3 (SD 16.2) against 22.2 (SD 20) of Desktop, without statistical difference, partially contradicting H3.

Concerning the immersive environment, SSQ scores were very satisfactory, averaging only 2.18 (SD 9.0), symptoms which can be considered negligible [KDC’03]. No user reported discomfort during or after the tasks. In terms of presence, VirtualDesk was rated in the IPQ (6 points scale) 4.7 (SD 0.88) for Spatial Presence, 4.07 (SD 1.06) for Involvement, 3.11 (SD 0.79) for Experienced Realism and 5.41 (SD 1.17) for the General Item (feeling of “being there”). We provide these results in the expectation of serving as a baseline for future setups. It is important to note that participants were allowed to communicate with the experimenter at any time, keeping them aware of the external environment.

Analysing the users’ agreements to different assertions (see Figure 7), it becomes clear what were the strengths and weaknesses of our prototype. 46% more participants agreed that it was easy to find information in VirtualDesk. This is probably closely related to the embodied data manipulation, which was not considered difficult by any user. By executing instinctive grabbing and scaling actions, users could easily and rapidly inspect any region of the dataset, as opposed to combining several Rotation-Pan-Dolly actions in the desktop-based version. This was probably what most impressed participants in the experience. Pointing data interaction was rated similarly in both versions, what is very positive considering that the quick double-tap metaphor had just been learned for the experiment, while double-mouse clicking is an universal action. On the other hand, difficulties with the tabletop interaction were the main system weakness: six participants experienced difficulties due to their real hands being larger than the fixed-size virtual model employed (see §6.2).

In a ranking question after the completion of both parts of the test, VirtualDesk was selected by all participants as the most engaging condition, and by 21 (87.5%) as the most intuitive. This was already expected, and is partially related to the novelty of VR, but also to the experienced immersion and the use of natural gestures for interaction. More importantly, VirtualDesk was perceived by 15 participants (62.5%) as the fastest technique. Both conditions tied in terms of accuracy, with 12 users choosing each. When asked, many reported that Desktop was most accurate for selection, but VirtualDesk for manipulation.

5.3. Comparison with Flying Navigation

One of the main motivations for this work came from the observation of high levels of user discomfort and impractical completion times in a previous study employing Flying navigation across a large-scaled point cloud [WRFN18].

Figure 8 contrasts results between the new and old paradigms for T1-T4 (tasks present in both studies), in terms of completion times.
Figure 8: Comparison between VirtualDesk and a previous implementation employing Flying navigation. Embodied data manipulation resulted in up to 51% shorter average completion times and 30% smaller error rates.

(left) and error rates (right). Given that questions for these tasks are not repeated more than once in each condition, only the first 24 users from the previous study and the same dataset are considered, since it would be unfair to consider ones who performed potentially easier or more difficult questions. Mann–Whitney U tests for independent samples were used to compare results.

As expected, VirtualDesk was more time-efficient, and all tasks were executed significantly faster, reaching a 51% improvement in T2. This is explained by embodied manipulation allowing much more agile access to different parts of the point cloud than slowly flying through it. In terms of task performance, collected data has no statistical significance. Although all tasks consistently achieved lower error rates under the new approach (25%, 30%, 10% and 18% reductions, respectively), we are aware that this can be due to a random factor. Just as a speculation, we attribute this to the added notion of proprioception, and the stronger stereopsis and head-motion parallax cues at short distances, as discussed by Mine [MBJS97]. However, new tests should be conducted to verify this.

Another key result, in our opinion, is shown in Figure 9. Despite very similar VR exposure times in both studies, the average SSQ score in VirtualDesk was 7 times lower than in the artificially navigated version. Moreover, while in that study 40% of the users had experienced very significant discomfort levels (scores >= 20), now 83% perceived only negligible or minimal symptoms, and the maximum individual score was 18.3. This completed the confirmation of hypothesis H4.

Figure 9: Due to its more natural and comfortable navigation paradigm, VirtualDesk achieved a 7x smaller SSQ score than the previous Flying approach, despite very similar VR exposure times.

6. Discussion
6.1. Findings
Results from the user study confirmed our main intuitions in the proposal of this approach. VirtualDesk performed equally well or better across all analytical tasks, both in comparison to a standard Desktop interface and to a previous immersive implementation with Flying navigation (confirming hypotheses H1 and H4). The added time overhead with relation to Desktop was only significant in tasks with higher requirements for tabletop interaction (which demanded viewpoint change and also imposed certain difficulties for some users), and was generally only of a few seconds. This was despite the fact that data exploration in terms of dataset rotation was found to be 5.8 times higher in the immersive condition.

Tasks T1 (identification of the closest point) and T6 (density comparison over time) in particular presented significant error rate decrease under immersive data exploration. We believe this was related, respectively, to the easier inspection of local areas using 3D interaction, and to a possibly longer persistent obtained mental model of the data in the immersive condition.

The desktop-based 3D condition also performed well across tasks, as had already been observed in our previous study. As discussed by Ware, structure-from-motion cues enable the perception of point positions even without stereopsis. We are convinced that the comparison between the two implementations was fair, and most participants reported that each condition had its pros and cons. In particular, interaction tasks in this condition were still found to be quicker and less error-prone (as expected in H2).

Subjective feedback indicated that VirtualDesk was perceived as quicker, more intuitive and engaging, partially confirming H3. Nonetheless, the mental workload, as measured by the NASA Raw TLX questionnaire, did not present significant variation, and the overall workload increased due to higher inherent physical workload and perceived required effort to achieve the task goals.

In terms of interaction gestures, one of our main mistakes, in retrospect, was to assign different selection behaviours to the left and right hands. Despite being familiarized with them in the tutorial phase, even right-handed users intuitively constantly tried to se-
ect points with their left hands when they were closer. Meanwhile, the double tap gesture for point selection (as opposed to some controller-dependent action such as button clicking [BSB17]), though difficult to master at the beginning for many users, did not affect the correspondent ratings (Figure 7), and we believe that, in the long term, would be more intuitive and efficient and reduce workload. Alternative object selection techniques, coupled with disambiguation mechanisms, could also be considered for evaluation in this context to minimize the unintended selections—a thorough review was presented by Argelaguet and Andujar [AA13].

6.2. Limitations

The main limitation of the present users evaluation study was the fact that it has only been performed in one specific use case (multidimensional roll call data projected to 3D) and one information representation (point clouds). Nonetheless, we believe this was adequate for our current purposes, which were to investigate and demonstrate the potential of a so-far atypical immersive data exploration paradigm, rather than to propose its mediate adoption in data analysis. It is also important to emphasize that our evaluation is admittedly only concerned with the benefits of different factors, such as stereopsis, tangible interaction, proprioception and embodied data manipulation when combined, and not individually, what could also be assessed in future specific studies.

Considering the prototype implementation, the main identified limitation was that the virtual hand models, obtained from the Unity Oculus Integration Package, were not adjusted accordingly to the participants’ real hand sizes. This resulted in difficulties for at least six users who had larger hands and faced difficulties to reach the virtual desk surface despite being touching the real desk. This was always solved by slightly changing the controller position in the user’s hand, but negatively affected their overall perception of interaction ease (see Figure 7) and partially compromised the evaluation of this aspect of the prototype. We intend to circumvent this limitation in a future version. Nevertheless, we believe the choice for the Oculus Touch controllers instead of other hand tracking solutions was appropriate, and resulted in highly realistic and precise modelling of the hands and hand gestures, what contributed to immersion and user engagement.

Another key limitation in our comparative study is the limited training provided to users in the new technique, as opposed to the ubiquitous familiarity of 2D user interaction, a common issue in the evaluation of novel approaches. Note that only 8% of the users had average previous experience with VR HMDs. After working on this prototype for several months, we are convinced that, upon longer training, interaction times and error rates in tasks T8a and T8b become much lower. In order to demonstrate this, however, long term evaluations will be needed. One such attempt was recently shown by Bach et al. [BSB17], who reassessed 6 participants across five daily sessions. They observed speed improvements in 22 out of the 24 task-participant combinations, being 9 with significance. However, no significant improvements in precision were observed, and they noted that 5 sessions might have been too few. Finally, our user comfort results refer to an average 14.3 minutes VR session, and it is still unknown how this would change for longer exposures, also requiring further studies.

6.3. Perspectives

Despite being used as two alternative conditions in our study, we believe that one of the main perspectives for the VirtualDesk prototype is its combination with the non-immersive counterpart implementation. This paradigm allows for a direct mapping between all immersive environment contents and a two-panels 2D interface, which reproduce a 2D projection of the 3D data, or even a simpler 2D representation, in one part, and the surface of the desk in the other. Combining immersive and conventional data exploration environments becomes thus straightforward. This way, for example, annotations introduced in VirtualDesk could easily be persisted for further inspection in the monocular display if necessary [KALF17]. Moreover, through a task simulation approach [WRFN18], the analyst could quantify the contribution of the third dimension to the particular task or dataset in focus and, weighting the time trade-off, choose the most convenient exploration mode.

Taking into account our observed results for user comfort and low required completion times, we believe this is one of the first implementations for immersive exploration of abstract information actually convenient for real world usage, requiring only minor improvements. It also has the key advantage of being easily integrable into an analyst’s work environment [ZWB17].

From a research point of view, perspectives for further investigation include the inspection of larger datasets and different representations, and also multiple datasets or representations combined at the same time. Moreover, other interesting directions would be to expand the virtual environment to include extra information beyond the user’s desk, and to support user collaboration.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we expanded the discussion into immersive information visualizations, implementing and evaluating a different exploration paradigm which we believed would be more fit for real usage. The VirtualDesk metaphor is based mainly on embodied natural manipulation and interaction with data rendered at arm’s reach and tabletop tangible interaction with controls and 2D coordinated views positioned on the surface of a virtual desk, whose position is synchronized with the analyst’s real desk. In a comparative user study employing a multidimensional projection use case, error rates for a series of perception tasks were always equal or lower than in a conventional desktop interface and in a previous immersive implementation with flying navigation. The immersive environment also contributed to higher subjective perceptions of efficiency and engagement and much higher data exploration, while incurring minimal time overhead and generating almost no simulator sickness symptoms, typical issues in previous studies.

As future work, we intend to improve the VirtualDesk prototype based on the user study participants’ feedback, and also test it under different conditions, including different datasets and representations. We believe that strong candidates to benefit from this exploration metaphor would be node-link diagrams and space-time cube representations. Long term tests and longer VR exposure times will also be important to assess its real applicability. Lastly, we encourage further studies of alternative proposals, and provided here results which can be used as baselines.
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